The Single Smartest Thing To DO
single smartest move an organization can
make this year,” according to learning
consultant veteran Rick Darby.
Rick’s organization, SEDATA, has created a
streamlined assessment process that rapidly
zeros in on operational areas that would
benefit most quickly from these new
solutions. SEDATA can then help
organizations plan and implement the
solutions. The initial consultation is provided
free of charge.

New Productivity Increases
There’s no such thing as a free lunch. Yet
organizations have found they can double
productivity, slash costs, and at the same
time improve employee understanding and
retention.
Training sales representatives on new
offerings, bringing new workers up to speed,
or ensuring employee knowledge of new
compliance regulations are all examples of
areas where new learning technologies can
boost productivity, learning, and at the same
time slash costs.
Organizations on the forefront of change
have shown that new learning technologies
can cut class time from 30% to 50%, reduce
training related expenses by as much as
90%, and reduce new employee ramp up
time by half all while increasing their
understanding and retention.
“Learning technologies have been proven to
offer tremendous competitive advantage by
large, well funded early adopters. We are
now entering an interesting time where
prices for these solutions are dropping
dramatically. This makes the return on
investment so compelling that it may the

About SEDATA
SEDATA (whose meaning is Latin
for “knowledge data”) provides
Learning and Knowledge Management
consulting. Principal Consultant at SEDATA
is Rick Darby, architect of the Cisco
Systems eLearning Ecosystem and
consultant to Fortune 1000 companies, mid
tier
companies, and government
organizations.
SEDATA provides solutions to compliance
issues, worker performance, and training
needs driven by new product rollouts, new
service rollouts, new system rollouts,
mergers, acquisitions, cutbacks, or rapid
growth.
Whether these needs are a response to
competitive pressure or government
regulation SEDATA’s solutions typically
provide more effective learning at lower cost
and with faster implementation.
Call for a free initial consultation.
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